
 Model # FFMHVP 

 Package Contents: 2 harnesses & 

a pair of Forearm Forklift  

 UPC #811938002130 

 Unit Dim: 11.63” x 8.25” x 2.63” 

 

 

 

Rep / Sales person, staple your business card here.            ForearmForklift.com 

05/16/13 

Using the Moving Harness on one side and the Forearm Forklift on the other! 

 Used in conjunction with the Forearm Forklift  

       Lifting Straps to encourage proper lifting techniques 

 Straps employ leverage which makes the items being 

carried seem 66% lighter     

 Save floors from scratches, dents, scuffs and scrapes 

that dollies and hand trucks leave behind      

 Rated for items weighing up to 700 lbs 

 Packages in English, French and Spanish 

Patent Pending  

 Model #  FFMH1 

 Package Contents: 1 harness 

 UPC #811938009092 

 Unit Dim: 8” x 4.75” x 2” 

 Unit Cube: .04 

 Model #FFMH2 

 Package Contents: 2 harnesses 

 UPC #811938008880 

 Unit Dim: 8” x 8” x 1.5”  

 Unit Cube: .06 

The reason we have a single pack ( 1 harness ), two pack ( 2 harnesses ) and Value Pack ( 2 harnesses + pair of Forearm Forklift ) is because Moving Harness ( MH ) works in conjunction with 

Forearm Forklift ( FF ).  So, if a repeat customer already owns a pair of FF and loves them, but the person helping him move would prefer to use a harness, then they're highly likely to buy our 

single ( harness ) pack.  If a repeat customer already owns an FF, but he and the person helping move would newly prefer to use harnesses, then they're highly likely to buy our two pack.  If a new 

customer has never purchased an FF and the person helping him wants to both use harnesses, then they're highly likely to buy our Value Pack.  Best of all, since users can have one person using 

their forearm & the other using their harness   or   both using harnesses   or   both using forearms, then they're much more likely to be happy with their purchase and not return it.  


